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In a convective storm, a precipitation core is defined as a strong region in a weather radar reflectivity. A

precipitation core contains dense graupel particles which play an important role in lightning activity. As

the size and spatial distribution of precipitation cores change rapidly, lightning activity also drastically

changes in a few minutes. Therefore, it is difficult to compare lightning activity with a cloud activity

observed by conventional weather radars. As opposed that, a phased array weather radar (PAWR) enable

us to study the relationship between the lightening activity and precipitation because of its rapid volume

scan capability. In this study, we focus on the relationship between precipitation cores and lightning

activity using PAWR and the Broadband Observation network for Lightning and Thunderstorm (BOLT). 

Thunderstorm studied in this study was observed on 7 August 2015 in the Kinki district, Japan. The storm

was observed by two PAWRs located in Kobe and Osaka, with BOLT. The PAWRs observe 360 degrees in

azimuth and about 100 steps in elevation every 30 seconds. BOLT is a sensor network to detect the

LF-band electromagnetic wave and observe intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground discharge source points in

the three dimensions. In this study, precipitation cores are defined as a three-dimensional continuous

region of 55 dBZ or greater reflectivity. 

The thunderstorm was observed mainly in about two hours from 16:00 (JST), and it is composed of eight

precipitation cores. At 16:48:00 (JST), flash rate abruptly increased when two precipitation cores merged.

Then, the precipitation core increased its size until 16:52:00 (JST). After the development of the

precipitation core, it started to separate several pieces of precipitation core. A piece of the precipitation

core moved upward with weakening. Between 16:55:00 and 17:00:00 (JST), 40 dBZ echo top height

ascended from 10 to 13 km. In addition, the intensity of reflectivity around lightning initiation points

weakened from 55 to 40 dBZ with ascending of lightning initiation points. These observations suggest

that the lightning activity was continued by the strong upward motion of relatively small graupel or ice

crystals when the precipitation core weakened. The PAWR rapid volume scan showed the spatial-temporal

evolution of precipitation cores every 30 seconds to compare with the locations of the lightning bubble.
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